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(57) ABSTRACT 

Anultrasonic probe for examining a specimen. The ultrasonic 
probe includes a holding portion, an insertion member, and an 
ultrasonic generator. The holding portion includes a ?rst 
housing portion. The insertion member is con?gured to move 
along the ?rst housing portion. The insertion member has at 
least one end for insertion into an endocavity of the specimen. 
The ultrasonic generator is provided at the one end of the 
insertion member and con?gured to transmit an ultrasound 
pulse to the specimen and collect an echo signal resulting 
from the transmitted ultrasound pulse. 

9 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets 
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ULTRASONIC ENDOCAVITY PROBE 
HAVING ADJUSTABLE LENGTH INSERT 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

This application is based upon and claims the bene?t of 
priority from prior Japanese Patent Application No. P2003 
93879, ?led on Mar. 31, 2003, the entire content of Which is 
incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to an ultrasonic probe for 

obtaining ultrasound images by scanning endocavities of a 
patient. The present invention also relates to an ultrasound 
imaging apparatus including an ultrasonic probe. 

2. Discussion of the Background 
An ultrasound imaging apparatus is Well knoWn to be used 

for medical purposes. The ultrasound imaging apparatus 
repeats ultrasound pulse transmission by transducers pro 
vided in an ultrasonic probe to a body of a patient. The 
transmitted ultrasound returns to the transducers as ultra 
sound echo signals. By changing the transmission direction of 
the ultrasound pulse, ultrasound images are obtained based on 
ultrasound echo signals collected from a plurality of direc 
tions in the body. 
As disclosed in Japanese Patent Application Publication 

No. P2001 -178728, one type of the ultrasound imaging appa 
ratus is an ultrasound diagnosis apparatus having an ultra 
sonic probe Which is used in an endocavity of a patient. Such 
an ultrasonic probe is called an endocavity probe and is used 
for examinations for, for example, the oral cavity, the 
endorectal cavity, and the abdominal cavity. 

FIG. 1 is an illustration shoWing a knoWn laparoscopic 
examination. 
As shoWn in FIG. 1, When an ultrasonic probe is used in the 

laparoscopic examination, an endocavity probe 100 is 
inserted into the abdominal cavity through one of a plurality 
of trocars punctured into the abdominal cavity of a patient P. 
The endocavity probe 100 is handled by an operator Q. The 
operator Q also handles an endoscope 200 inserted into the 
abdominal cavity of the patient P through another trocar. The 
operator Q handles the endoscope 200, observing images 
obtained by the endoscope 200 and displayed in a display 
300, so as to obtain images of a desired part of the patient P. 
The operator Q handles the endocavity probe 100 and con 
tacts transducers of the endocavity probe 100 With a part in 
the abdominal cavity so as to obtain ultrasound images 
including a target part such as a tumor, as examining the 
abdominal cavity through the endoscope display. 

FIG. 2 is an illustration shoWing one exemplary case of 
using the endocavity probe 100 in the laparoscopic examina 
tion shoWn in FIG. 1. FIG. 2 shoWs a case that the endocavity 
probe 100 is used in a laparoscopy With, for example, an 
aeroperitoneum or a gasless laparolift technique (or an 
abdominal Wall lift technique). In a typical aeroperitoneum, 
carbon dioxide gas or physiological saline is injected into the 
abdominal cavity through the trocar 400 so as to create a 
certain space in the abdominal cavity betWeen an abdominal 
Wall Pa and an organ Pb, such as, for example, a liver. Alter 
natively, in a typical gasless laparolift technique, the abdomi 
nal Wall Pa may be mechanically lifted up so as to create a 
certain space. After the space has been provided, an insertion 
rod 10011 of the above-described endocavity probe 100 is 
inserted into the abdominal cavity. 
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2 
Since the abdominal Wall is lifted up, the insertion rod 1 00a 

is required to have a su?icient length. Therefore, the insertion 
rod 100a typically has a length (e.g., 300-400 millimeters) 
enough to reach the organ Pb When the abdominal Wall Pa is 
lifted up and also to scan dif?cult parts of the organ Pb. 

In some cases, hoWever, the insertion rod 10011 is too long 
and it may become di?icult for the operator Q to handle the 
endocavity probe 100. That is, the length of the insertion rod 
10011 in FIG. 2 may result in handling problems of the 
endocavity probe 100 in some cases. One example case is 
When the endocavity probe 100 is used for an organ (or any 
other tissues) at a shalloW part from the abdominal Wall Pa. 
The handling problems also depend on the body of the patient 
P. Another example is a case that the abdominal Wall 10011 is 
not lifted up, as shoWn in FIG. 3. In other Words, none of the 
carbon dioxide gases, the physiological saline, and the 
mechanical lift-up may be used in an examination With the 
endocavity probe 100. The trocar may not be used, either. In 
these cases, the distance betWeen the abdominal Wall Pa and 
the organ Pb is not as long as When the abdominal Wall Pa is 
lifted up. As a result, the insertion rod 100a applied in FIG. 2 
becomes too long to handle for the case shoWn in FIG. 3. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to the ?rst aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided an ultrasonic probe for examining a specimen. 
The ultrasonic probe includes a holding portion, an insertion 
member, and an ultrasonic generator. The holding portion 
includes a ?rst housing portion. The insertion member is 
con?gured to move along the ?rst housing portion. The inser 
tion member has at least one end for insertion into an 
endocavity of the specimen. The ultrasonic generator is pro 
vided at the one end of the insertion member and con?gured 
to transmit an ultrasound pulse to the specimen and collect an 
echo signal resulting from the transmitted ultrasound pulse. 

According to the second aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided an ultrasound imaging apparatus for obtain 
ing and displaying an ultrasound image. The apparatus 
includes an ultrasonic probe for examining a specimen and a 
display. The ultrasonic probe includes a holding portion, an 
insertion member, and an ultrasonic generator. The holding 
portion includes a ?rst housing portion. The insertion mem 
ber is con?gured to move along the ?rst housing portion. The 
insertion member has at least one end for insertion into an 
endocavity of the specimen. The ultrasonic generator is pro 
vided at the one end of the insertion member and con?gured 
to transmit an ultrasound pulse to the specimen and collect an 
echo signal resulting from the transmitted ultrasound pulse. 
The display is coupled to the ultrasonic probe and con?gured 
to display the ultrasound image based on the echo signal. 

According to the third aspect of the present invention, there 
is provided a method of providing an ultrasound image. The 
method begins by providing a holding portion having a hous 
ing portion. The method continues by providing an insertion 
member having a distal end and a proximal end. The distal 
end has an ultrasonic generator. The method further continues 
by slidably coupling the insertion member to the housing 
portion of the holding portion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Amore complete appreciation of embodiments of the 
present invention and many of its attendant advantages Will be 
readily obtained by reference to the folloWing detailed 
description considered in connection With the accompanying 
draWings, in Which: 
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FIG. 1 is an illustration showing a known laparoscopic 
examination; 

FIG. 2 is an illustration showing one exemplary case of 
using an endocavity probe in the laparoscopic examination 
shown in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is an illustration showing another exemplary case of 
using an endocavity probe in the laparoscopic examination 
shown in FIG. 1; 

FIGS. 4A and 4B are illustrations showing an exemplary 
con?guration of an ultrasonic probe according to the ?rst 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGS. 5A and 5B are illustrations showing an example of a 
?xing con?guration according to the ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIGS. 6A and 6B are illustrations showing an exemplary 
con?guration of the ultrasonic probe according to the second 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIGS. 7A and 7B are illustrations showing an example of 
the ?xing con?guration according to the second embodiment 
of the present invention; 

FIGS. 8A and 8B are illustrations showing an exemplary 
con?guration of the ultrasonic probe according to the third 
embodiment of the present invention; and 

FIGS. 9A and 9B are illustrations showing an example of 
the ?xing con?gurations according to the third embodiment 
of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Embodiments of the present invention will be described 
with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

First Embodiment 

FIGS. 4A and 4B are illustrations showing an exemplary 
con?guration of an ultrasonic probe according to the ?rst 
embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 4A, 
an endocavity probe 1 is used as an example of the ultrasonic 
probe according to the ?rst embodiment of the present inven 
tion. The endocavity probe 1 includes an insertion rod (as an 
example of an insertion member) 2, a handgrip (as an example 
of a holding portion) 3, a cable 4, and a ?xer (or a fastener) 5. 
The insertion rod 2 includes an ultrasonic sensor 211 at its head 
(distal) end and is inserted into an endocavity of a specimen 
such as a patient P or an abject to be examined. The abdominal 
cavity is one example of an endocavity of the patient P. In one 
embodiment, the insertion rod 2 is suf?ciently thin so as to 
reduce an incision siZe for the insertion of the insertion rod 2 
in the abdominal cavity. This may help reduce patient’s dis 
comfort associated with the insertion. The ultrasonic sensor 
211 typically includes a plurality of transducers which contact 
with a body of the patient P in use and repeatedly transmit 
ultrasound pulses to the body. The transmitted ultrasound 
pulses return to the transducers as ultrasound echo signals. 
The echo signals are collected by the transducers. The trans 
ducers also transmit the ultrasound pulses indifferent direc 
tions and can adjust the transmission direction during the 
transmission so that a predetermined area of the body can be 
scanned. During the scanning, the transducers collect echo 
signal information resulting from the transmitted pulses in the 
body of the patient P. Ultrasound images are displayed based 
on the collected information in an ultrasound imaging appa 
ratus such as an ultrasound diagnosis apparatus (not shown in 
FIG. 4A). The ultrasonic sensor 211 is connected to a main unit 
(not shown in FIG. 4A) of the ultrasound diagnosis apparatus 
through the cable 4. Although the one embodiment described 
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4 
above of the ultrasonic sensor 211 is explained herein, the 
ultrasonic sensor 211 can be any type of sensor suitable for an 
ultrasound imaging. 
The handgrip 3 is used to handle (or manipulate) the inser 

tion rod 2 during the examination. In one embodiment, the 
handgrip 3 includes a housing 311 through which the insertion 
rod 2 passes. That is, the insertion rod 2 can be moved back 
and forth in the housing 311 along a longitudinal direction of 
the handgrip 3. Or in other words, the handgrip 3 can be 
moved back and forth or slid along the insertion rod 2. The 
housing 311 may provide a hole through which the insertion 
rod 2 passes in the longitudinal direction of the handgrip 3. 
Alternatively, the housing 311 may provide a groove through 
which the insertion rod 2 passes in the longitudinal direction 
of the handgrip 3. A form provided by the housing 311 is not 
limited to the above examples, but may be any other form 
which allows changing a relative position between the hand 
grip 3 and the insertion rod 2. By moving the handgrip 3 
relative to the insertion rod 2, the length between the ultra 
sonic sensor 211 and the ?xer 5 is changed as shown in FIG. 
4B. The handgrip 3 may have a shape and siZe which makes 
it easy for the operator Q to handle the handgrip 3. The 
handgrip 3 can be ?xed to the insertion rod 2 at a desired 
position by the ?xer 5. It can alternatively be understood that 
the insertion rod 2 is ?xed to the handgrip 3 at a desired 
position by the ?xer 5. 

It may be possible to ?x the length between the ultrasonic 
sensor 211 and the bottom of the handgrip 3 without the ?xer 
5. For example, the handgrip 3 is divided into two pieces, and 
the divided pieces are attached to each other. When one or 
both of the divided pieces have a concavity (concavities) and 
the insertion rod 2 has a plurality of convexities along its 
longitudinal direction, the divided pieces are attached to the 
insertion rod 2 in a manner that the concavity is attached to 
one of the convexities. Alternatively, when one or both of the 
divided pieces have a convexity (convexities) and the inser 
tion rod 2 has a plurality of concavities along its longitudinal 
direction, the divided pieces are attached to the insertion rod 
2 in a manner that the convexity is attached to one of the 
concavities. 

With the above con?guration, when the endocavity probe 1 
is applied to a shallow part from the abdominal wall of the 
patient P, the length of the insertion rod 2 between the ultra 
sonic sensor 211 and the ?xer 5 is shortened by moving the 
handgrip 3 towards the ultrasonic sensor 2a, relative to the 
insertion rod 2, or by moving the insertion rod 2 towards the 
cable 4, relative to the handgrip 3, as shown in FIG. 4A. When 
a desired length A1 is determined, the position for the length 
A1 is kept by the ?xer 5 as shown in FIG. 4A. The length A1 
depends on application cases, but may be, for example, 100 to 
150 millimeters. 

As shown in FIG. 4B, when the endocavity probe 1 is 
applied to a deep part from the abdominal wall of the patient 
P, the insertion rod 2 is lengthened by moving the handgrip 3 
towards the cable 4, relative to the insertion rod 2, or by 
moving the insertion rod 2 towards the ultrasonic sensor 2a, 
relative to the handgrip 3, as shown in FIG. 4B. When a 
desired lengthA2 is determined, the position for the lengthA2 
is kept by the ?xer 5 as shown in FIG. 4B. The length A2 
depends on application cases, but may be, for example, 300 to 
450 millimeters. 

A ?xing con?guration using the ?xer 5 will be described 
with reference to FIGS. 5A and 5B. FIG. 5A is an illustration 
showing an example of the ?xing con?guration when 
released according to the ?rst embodiment of the present 
invention. FIG. 5B is an illustration showing an example of 
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the ?xing con?guration When ?xed according to the ?rst 
embodiment of the present invention. 
As shoWn in FIG. 5A, a plurality of projections 2b are 

provided around a surface of the insertion rod 2. In one 
embodiment, the projections 2b are formed of a saW-tooth 
appearance along the longitudinal direction of the insertion 
rod 2. The saW tooth appearance forms an acute angle slanted 
toWards the ultrasonic sensor 2a. The projections 2b are used 
for the ?xation of the handgrip 3 and the insertion rod 2 
relative to each other. At an internal side of the bottom end of 
the handgrip 3, a projection 3b is provided in an unguiform as 
shoWn in FIG. 5A so as to avoid the insertion rod 2 from 
moving toWards the cable 4, relative to the handgrip 3. Fur 
ther, an outside of the bottom end of the handgrip 3 is formed 
of a thread pro?le 30. Another thread pro?le 511 formed in an 
internal side of the ?xer 5 can be engaged With the thread 
pro?le 30. 

With the above con?guration, the thread pro?les 3c and 5a 
are not engaged in a released status in FIG. 5A. Accordingly, 
the projection 3b of the handgrip 3 is released from the pro 
jections 2b of the insertion rod 2. As a result, the insertion rod 
2 can be moved through the housing 311 of the handgrip 3. In 
other Words, the handgrip 3 can be moved along the insertion 
rod 2. 
As shoWn in FIG. 5B, When the length A1 (or A2) of the 

insertion rod 2 has been adjusted to a preferred length accord 
ing to, for example, the depth betWeen the abdominal Wall and 
the object (organ or tissues) Which contacts With the ultra 
sonic sensor 2a, the ?xer 5 is moved toWards the thread pro?le 
3c and rotated so as to engage the thread pro?le 3c of the 
handgrip 3 and the thread pro?le 5a of the ?xer 5. When the 
?xer 5 is rotated doWn towards the bottom end of the handgrip 
3, the projection 3b is engaged With one of the projections 2b. 
Accordingly, the insertion rod 2 and the handgrip 3 are ?xed 
to each other. 

The projections 2b are provided in a predetermined range 
along the longitudinal direction of the insertion rod 2, for 
example, up from a position of 20 to 30 millimeters from the 
bottom of the insertion rod 2. 

The thread pro?le relationship described above is only one 
example of the ?xer 5. A use of a screW or a pin, or any other 
possible ?xation con?guration may be applied to the 
endocavity probe 1 according to the ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention. 

After the use of the endocavity probe 1, that is, after the 
insertion rod 2 has been pulled out from an endocavity, it is 
usually necessary to sterilize the endocavity probe 1. Prior to 
sterilizing the endocavity probe 1, the endocavity probe 1 
may be disassembled to the insertion rod 2, the handgrip 3, 
and the ?xer 5. The insertion rod 2 can be pulled out from the 
handgrip 3. Or the handgrip 3 can be pulled out from the 
insertion rod 2. The ?xer 5 can be pulled out or detached from 
the handgrip 3. Each disassembled component may be soaked 
in predetermined disinfectant liquid for the sterilization. For 
the sterilization, each component of the endocavity probe 1 
may be made of materials used for a conventional endocavity 
probe. One example of the materials may be plastic. A pro 
cessing may be conducted on the inside of the insertion rod 2 
for the purpose of Waterproof and operational stability of the 
endocavity probe 1. Such processing is, for example, made by 
a mold processing. 
As described above, in the endocavity probe 1 according to 

the ?rst embodiment, the handgrip 3 can be moved and ?xed 
by the ?xer 5 at a desired position of the insertion rod 2 so as 
to adjust the length of the insertion rod 2 betWeen the ultra 
sonic sensor 211 and the ?xer 5. Therefore, the length of the 
insertion rod 2 betWeen the ultrasonic sensor 211 and the ?xer 
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6 
5 is freely adjusted to a desired or preferred length in accor 
dance With an examination, types of laparoscopy or the depth 
betWeen the abdominal Wall and the object Which contacts 
With the ultrasonic sensor 2a. The endocavity probe 1 may be 
used Without the conventional problem even When the object 
such as tissues or an organ is at a shalloW part from the 
abdominal Wall of the patient P. Also, the endocavity probe 1 
may easily be handled by adjusting the length When the lap 
aroscopy is conducted Without a trocar. The operator Q may 
also have a similar handling in the use of the endocavity probe 
1 to a conventional endocavity probe When the trocar is used 
or When the object is at a deep part from the abdominal Wall 
of the patient P. 

Second Embodiment 

FIGS. 6A and 6B are illustrations shoWing an exemplary 
con?guration of an ultrasonic probe according to the second 
embodiment of the present invention. As shoWn in FIG. 6A, 
an endocavity probe 10 is used as an example of the ultrasonic 
probe according to the second embodiment of the present 
invention. The endocavity probe 10 includes an insertion rod 
(as an example of an insertion member) 11, a handgrip (as an 
example of a holding portion) 12, a cable 13, and a ?xer (or a 
fastener) 14. The insertion rod 11 includes an ultrasonic sen 
sor 1111 at its head (distal) end and is inserted into an endocav 
ity of the patient P. The abdominal cavity is one example part 
of an endocavity of the patient P. In one embodiment, the 
insertion rod 11 is suf?ciently thin so as to reduce an incision 
size for the insertion of the insertion rod 11 in the abdominal 
cavity. This may help reduce patient’s discomfort associated 
With the insertion. The ultrasonic sensor 11a typically 
includes a plurality of transducers Which contact With a body 
of the patient P in use and repeatedly transmit ultrasound 
pulses to the body. The transmitted ultrasound pulses return to 
the transducers as ultrasound echo signals. The echo signals 
are collected by the transducers. The transducers also trans 
mit the ultrasound pulses indifferent directions and can adjust 
the transmission direction during the transmission so that a 
predetermined area of the body can be scanned. During the 
scanning, the transducers collect echo signal information 
resulting from the transmitted pulses in the body of the patient 
P. Ultrasound images are displayed based on the collected 
information in an ultrasound imaging apparatus such as an 
ultrasound diagnosis apparatus (not shoWn in FIG. 6A). The 
ultrasonic sensor 11a is connected to a main unit (not shoWn 
in FIG. 6A) of the ultrasound diagnosis apparatus through the 
cable 13. Although the one embodiment described above of 
the ultra sonic sensor 11a is explained herein, the ultrasonic 
sensor 1111 can be any type of sensor suitable for an ultra 
sound imaging. 
The handgrip 12 is used to handle (or manipulate) the 

insertion rod 11 during the examination. In one embodiment, 
the handgrip 12 includes a housing 1211 Which one end side of 
the insertion rod 11 is slid in and out from. The end side is 
opposite to another end side Where the ultrasonic sensor 11a 
is provided. That is, the insertion rod 11 can be inserted in and 
pulled out from the housing 12a. Only one end of the hand 
grip 12 has an opening for the housing for insertion of the 
insertion rod 11, and the handgrip 12 has a rod stopping 
portion 12d for preventing the insertion rod 11 from moving 
through the handgrip 12. Accordingly, the insertion rod 11 
does not slide through the handgrip 12. The housing 1211 may 
provide a hole Which the insertion rod 11 slides in and out 
from in the longitudinal direction of the handgrip 12. Alter 
natively, the housing 1211 may provide a groove Which the 
insertion rod 11 slides in and out from in the longitudinal 
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direction of the handgrip 12. A form provided by the housing 
12a is not limited to the above examples, but may be any other 
form Which alloWs changing a relative position betWeen the 
handgrip 12 and the insertion rod 11. By moving the insertion 
rod 11 relative to the handgrip 12, the length betWeen the 
ultrasonic sensor 11a and the ?xer 14 is changed as shoWn in 
FIGS. 6A and 6B. The handgrip 12 may have a shape and siZe 
Which makes it easy for the operator Q to handle the handgrip 
12. The insertion rod 11 can be ?xed to the handgrip 12 at a 
desired position by the ?xer 14. 

With the above con?guration, When the endocavity probe 
10 is applied to a shalloW part from the abdominal Wall of the 
patient P, the length of the insertion rod 11 betWeen the 
ultrasonic sensor 11a and the ?xer 14 is shortened by insert 
ing the insertion rod 11 into the housing 1211 as shoWn in FIG. 
6A. When the insertion rod 11 is inserted into the housing 
1211, the cable 13 is pushed out from the handgrip 12 (the 
housing 12a) in the direction shoWn by the arroWhead in FIG. 
6A. When a desired length A1 is determined, the position for 
the lengthA1 is kept by the ?xer 14 as shoWn in FIG. 6A. The 
length A1 depends on application cases, but may be, for 
example, 100 to 150 millimeters. 
As shoWn in FIG. 6B, When the endocavity probe 10 is 

applied to a deep part from the abdominal Wall of the patient 
P, the insertion rod 11 is lengthened by pulling out the inser 
tion rod 11 from the housing 1211 as shoWn in FIG. 6B. When 
the insertion rod 11 is pulled out from the housing 1211, the 
cable 13 is brought into the handgrip 12 (the housing 12a) in 
the direction shoWn by the arroWhead in FIG. 6B. When a 
desired lengthA2 is determined, the position for the length A2 
is kept by the ?xer 14 as shoWn in FIG. 6B. The length A2 
depends on application cases, but may be, for example, 300 to 
450 millimeters. 
A ?xing con?guration using the ?xer 14 Will be described 

With reference to FIGS. 7A and 7B. FIG. 7A is an illustration 
shoWing an example of the ?xing con?guration When 
released according to the second embodiment of the present 
invention. FIG. 7B is an illustration shoWing an example of 
the ?xing con?guration When ?xed according to the second 
embodiment of the present invention. 
As shoWn in FIG. 7A, a plurality of projections 11b are 

provided around a surface of the insertion rod 11. In one 
embodiment, the projections 11b are formed of a saW-tooth 
appearance along the longitudinal direction of the insertion 
rod 11. The saW tooth appearance forms an acute angle 
slanted toWards the ultrasonic sensor 11a. The projections 
11b are used for the ?xation of the handgrip 12 and the 
insertion rod 11 relative to each other. At an internal side of 
the bottom end of the handgrip 12, a projection 12b is pro 
vided in an unguiforrn as shoWn in FIG. 7A so as to avoid the 
insertion rod 11 from moving toWards the cable 13, relative to 
the handgrip 12. Further, an outside of the bottom end of the 
handgrip 12 is formed of a thread pro?le 120. Another thread 
pro?le 14a formed in an internal side of the ?xer 14 can be 
engaged With the thread pro?le 120. 

With the above con?guration, the thread pro?les 12c and 
1411 are not engaged in the released status in FIG. 7A. Accord 
ingly, the projection 12b of the handgrip 12 is released from 
the projections 11b of the insertion rod 11. As a result, the 
insertion rod 11 can be slid in and out from the housing 12a of 
the handgrip 12. 
As shoWn in FIG. 7B, When the length A1 (or A2) of the 

insertion rod 11 has been adjusted to a preferred length 
according to, for example, the depth betWeen the abdominal 
Wall and the object (organ or tissues) Which contacts With the 
ultrasonic sensor 11a, the ?xer 14 is moved toWards the thread 
pro?le 12c and rotated so as to engage the thread pro?le 12c 
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of the handgrip 12 and the thread pro?le 14a of the ?xer 14. 
When the ?xer 14 is rotated doWn toWards the bottom end of 
the handgrip 12, the projection 12b is engaged With one of the 
projections 11b. Accordingly, the insertion rod 11 and the 
handgrip 12 are ?xed to each other. 
The projections 11b are provided in a predetermined range 

along the longitudinal direction of the insertion rod 11, for 
example, up from a position of 20 to 30 millimeters from the 
bottom of the insertion rod 11. 
The thread pro?le relationship described above is only one 

example of the ?xer 14. A use of a screW or a pin, or any other 
possible ?xation con?guration may be applied to the 
endocavity probe 10 according to the second embodiment of 
the present invention. 

After the use of the endocavity probe 10, that is, after the 
insertion rod 11 has been pulled out from an endocavity, it is 
usually necessary to steriliZe the endocavity probe 10. Prior to 
sterilizing the endocavity probe 10, the endocavity probe 10 
may be disassembled to the insertion rod 11, the handgrip 12, 
and the ?xer 14. The insertion rod 11 can be pulled out from 
the handgrip 12. The ?xer 14 can be pulled out or detached 
from the handgrip 12. Each disassembled component may be 
soaked in predetermined disinfectant liquid for the steriliza 
tion. For the sterilization, each component of the endocavity 
probe 10 may be made of materials used for a conventional 
endocavity probe. One example of the materials may be plas 
tic. A processing may be conducted on the inside of the 
insertion rod 11 for the purpose of Waterproof and operational 
stability of the endocavity probe 10. Such processing is, for 
example, made by a mold processing. 
As described above, in the endocavity probe 10 according 

to the second embodiment, the insertion rod 11 can be moved 
and ?xed by the ?xer 14 at a desired position of the insertion 
rod 11 so as to adjust the length of the insertion rod 11 
betWeen the ultrasonic sensor 11a and the ?xer 14. Therefore, 
the length of the insertion rod 11 betWeen the ultrasonic 
sensor 11a and the ?xer 14 is freely adjusted to a desired or 
preferred length in accordance With an examination, types of 
laparoscopy or the depth betWeen the abdominal Wall and the 
object Which contacts With the ultrasonic sensor 11a. The 
endocavity probe 10 may be used Without the conventional 
problem even When the object such as tissues or an organ is at 
a shalloW part from the abdominal Wall of the patient P. Also, 
the endocavity probe 10 may easily be handled by adjusting 
the length When the laparoscopy is conducted Without a tro 
car. The operator Q may also have a similar handling in the 
use of the endocavity probe 10 to a conventional endocavity 
probe When the trocar is used or When the object is at a deep 
part from the abdominal Wall of the patient P. 

Third Embodiment 

FIGS. 8A and 8B are illustrations shoWing an exemplary 
con?guration of an ultrasonic probe according to the third 
embodiment of the present invention. As shoWn in FIG. 8A, 
an endocavity probe 20 is used as an example of the ultrasonic 
probe according to the third embodiment of the present inven 
tion. The endocavity probe 20 includes an insertion end rod 
(as an example of an insertion end member) 21, a relay rod (as 
an example of a relay member) 22, a handgrip (as an example 
of a holding portion) 23, a cable 24, and ?xers (or fasteners) 
25 and 26. 
The insertion end rod 21 includes an ultrasonic sensor 2111 

at its head (distal) end and is inserted into an endocavity of the 
patient P. The abdominal cavity is one example part of an 
endocavity of the patient P. In one embodiment, the insertion 
end rod 21 is suf?ciently thin so as to reduce an incision siZe 
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for the insertion of the insertion end rod 21 in the abdominal 
cavity. This may help reduce patient’s discomfort associated 
With the insertion. The ultrasonic sensor 21a typically 
includes a plurality of transducers Which contact With a body 
of the patient P in use and repeatedly transmit ultrasound 
pulses to the body. The transmitted ultrasound pulses return to 
the transducers as ultrasound echo signals. The echo signals 
are collected by the transducers. The transducers also trans 
mit the ultrasound pulses indifferent directions and can adjust 
the transmission direction during the transmission so that a 
predetermined area of the body can be scanned. During the 
scanning, the transducers collect echo signal information 
resulting from the transmitted pulses in the body of the patient 
P. Ultrasound images are displayed based on the collected 
information in an ultrasound imaging apparatus such as an 
ultrasound diagnosis apparatus (not shoWn in FIG. 8A). The 
ultrasonic sensor 21a is connected to a main unit (not shoWn 
in FIG. 8A) of the ultrasound diagnosis apparatus through the 
cable 24. Although the one embodiment described above of 
the ultra sonic sensor 21a is explained herein, the ultrasonic 
sensor 21a can be any type of sensor suitable for an ultra 
sound imaging. 

In one embodiment, the relay rod 22 includes a housing 
22a Which one end side of the insertion end rod 21 is slid in 
and out from. The end side is opposite to another end side 
Where the ultrasonic sensor 21a is provided. That is, the 
insertion end rod 21 can be inserted in and pulled out from the 
housing 2211. By moving the insertion end rod 21 relative to 
the relay rod 22, the length betWeen the ultrasonic sensor 21a 
and the bottom end of the relay rod 22 Where the ?xer 25 is 
applied is changed as shoWn in FIGS. 8A and 8B. The inser 
tion end rod 21 is ?xed to the relay rod 22 at a desired position 
by the ?xer 25. The relay rod 22 is also suf?ciently thin so as 
to reduce an incision siZe for the insertion of the insertion end 
rod 21 in the abdominal cavity. This may help reduce patient’ s 
discomfort associated With the insertion. The housing 22a 
may provide a hole Which the insertion end rod 21 slides in 
and out from in the longitudinal direction of the relay rod 22. 
Alternatively, the housing 22a may provide a groove Which 
the insertion end rod 21 slides in and out from in the longi 
tudinal direction of the relay rod 22. A form provided by the 
housing 22a is not limited to the above examples, but may be 
any other form Which alloWs changing a relative position 
betWeen the relay rod 22 and the insertion end rod 21. The 
insertion end rod 21 and the relay rod 22 are assembled in a 
telescopic manner and form an insertion rod (or an insertion 

member). 
The handgrip 23 is used to handle (or manipulate) the 

insertion rod during the examination. In one embodiment, the 
handgrip 23 includes a housing 23a Which one end side of the 
relay rod 22 is slid in and out from. The end side is opposite 
to another end side Where the insertion end rod 21 is inserted. 
That is, the relay rod 22 can be inserted in and pulled out from 
the housing 23a. Only one end of the handgrip 23 has an 
opening for the housing for insertion of the relay rod 22, and 
the handgrip 23 has a rod stopping portion 23d for preventing 
the relay rod 22 (the insertion rod) from moving through the 
handgrip 23. Accordingly, the relay rod 22 (the insertion rod) 
does not slide through the handgrip 23. The housing 23a may 
provide a hole Which the relay rod 22 slides in and out from in 
the longitudinal direction of the handgrip 23. Alternatively, 
the housing 2311 may provide a groove Which the relay rod 22 
slides in and out from in the longitudinal direction of the 
handgrip 23. A form provided by the housing 23a is not 
limited to the above examples, but may be any other form 
Which alloWs changing a relative position betWeen the hand 
grip 23 and the relay rod 22. By moving the relay rod 22 
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relative to the handgrip 23, the length betWeen the bottom end 
of the relay rod 22 and the bottom end of the handgrip 23 
Where the ?xer 26 is applied is changed as shoWn in FIGS. 8A 
and 8B. The handgrip 23 may have a shape and siZe Which 
makes it easy for the operator Q to handle the handgrip 23. 
The relay rod 22 can be ?xed to the handgrip 23 at a desired 
position by the ?xer 26. 

With the above con?guration, When the endocavity probe 
20 is applied to a shalloW part from the abdominal Wall of the 
patient P, the length of the insertion rod betWeen the ultra 
sonic sensor 21a and the ?xer 26 is shortened by inserting 
both the insertion end rod 21 into the housing 22a and the 
relay rod 22 into the housing 23a as shoWn in FIG. 8A. 
Alternatively, only the insertion end rod 21 may be inserted 
into the housing 22a or only the relay rod 22 may be inserted 
into the housing 23a. When the insertion rod is shortened, the 
cable 24 is pushed out from the handgrip 23 (the housing 23a) 
in the direction shoWn by the arroWhead in FIG. 8A. When a 
desired lengthA1 (:a1+b1) is determined, the positions of the 
insertion end rod 21 and the relay rod 22 for the lengths a1 and 
b1 are kept by the ?xers 25 and 26 as shoWn in FIG. 8A. The 
length A1 depends on application cases, but may be, for 
example, 100 to 150 millimeters. 
As shoWn in FIG. 8B, When the endocavity probe 20 is 

applied to a deep part from the abdominal Wall of the patient 
P, the insertion rod is lengthened by pulling out both the 
insertion end rod 21 from the housing 22a and the relay rod 22 
from the housing 23a as shoWn in FIG. 8B . Alternatively, only 
the insertion end rod 21 may be pulled out from the housing 
2211 or only the relay rod 22 may be pulled out from the 
housing 2311. When the insertion rod is lengthened, the cable 
24 is brought into the handgrip 23 (the housing 23a) in the 
direction shoWn by the arroWhead in FIG. 8B. When a desired 
length A2 (:a2+b2) is determined, the positions of the inser 
tion end rod 21 and the relay rod 22 for the lengths a2 and b2 
are kept by the ?xers 25 and 26 as shoWn in FIG. 8B. The 
length A2 depends on application cases, but may be, for 
example, 300 to 450 millimeters. 

Fixing con?gurations using the ?xers 25 and 26 Will be 
described With reference to FIGS. 9A and 9B. FIG. 9A is an 
illustration shoWing an example of the ?xing con?gurations 
When released according to the third embodiment of the 
present invention. FIG. 9B is an illustration shoWing an 
example of the ?xing con?gurations When ?xed according to 
the third embodiment of the present invention. Since the 
?xing con?guration using the ?xer 25 is similar to the ?xing 
con?guration using the ?xer 26, explanations With respect to 
the ?xing con?guration using the ?xer 25 Will be omitted but 
corresponding parts names and reference numbers Will be 
added in parentheses. Also in FIGS. 9A and 9B, the corre 
sponding pars reference numbers are added in parentheses. 
As shoWn in FIG. 9A, a plurality of projections 22b (pro 

jections 21b) are provided around a surface of the relay rod 22 
(insertion end rod 21). In one embodiment, the projections 
22b (projections 21b) are formed of a saW-tooth appearance 
along the longitudinal direction of the relay rod 22 (insertion 
end rod 21). The saW tooth appearance forms an acute angle 
slanted toWards the ultrasonic sensor 21a. The projections 
22b (projections 21b) are used for the ?xation of the handgrip 
23 (relay rod 22) and the relay rod 22 (insertion end rod 21) 
relative to each other. At an internal side of the bottom end of 
the handgrip 23 (relay rod 22), a projection 23b (projection 
22b) is provided in an unguiforrn as shoWn in FIG. 9A so as to 
avoid the relay rod 22 (insertion end rod 21) from moving 
toWards the cable 24, relative to the handgrip 23 (relay rod 
22). Further, an outside of the bottom end of the handgrip 23 
(relay rod 22) is formed of a thread pro?le 230 (thread pro?le 
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220). Another thread pro?le 26a (thread pro?le 25a) formed 
in an internal side of the ?xer 26 (?xer 25) can be engaged 
With the thread pro?le 230 (thread pro?le 220). 

With the above con?guration, the thread pro?les 23c and 
26a (thread pro?les 22c and 2511) are not engaged in the 
released status in FIG. 9A. Accordingly, the projection 23b 
(projection 22b) of the handgrip 23 (relay rod 22) is released 
from the projections 22b (projections 21b) of the relay rod 22 
(insertion end rod 21). As a result, the relay rod 22 (insertion 
end rod 21) can be slid in and out from the housing 23a 
(housing 22a) of the handgrip 23 (relay rod 22). 
As shoWn in FIG. 9B, When the length A1 (or A2) of the 

insertion rod has been adjusted to a preferred length accord 
ing to, for example, the depth betWeen the abdominal Wall and 
the object (organ or tissues) Which contacts With the ultra 
sonic sensor 2111, the ?xer 26 (?xer 25) is moved toWards the 
thread pro?le 230 (thread pro?le 22c) and rotated so as to 
engage the thread pro?le 230 of the handgrip 23 and the 
thread pro?le 26a of the ?xer 26 (thread pro?les 22c and 2511). 
When the ?xer 26 (?xer 25) is rotated doWn toWards the 
bottom end of the handgrip 23 (relay rod 22), the projection 
23b (projection 22b) is engaged With one of the projections 
22b (projections 21b). Accordingly, the relay rod 22 (inser 
tion end rod 21) and the handgrip 23 (relay rod 22) are ?xed 
to each other. 

The projections 21b are provided in a predetermined range 
along the longitudinal direction of the insertion end rod 21, 
for example, up from a position of 20 to 30 millimeters from 
the bottom of the insertion end rod 21. 

The thread pro?le relationship described above is only one 
example ofthe ?xers 25 and 26. A use ofa screW or a pin, or 
any other possible ?xation con?guration may be applied to 
the endocavity probe 1 0 according to the third embodiment of 
the present invention. 

After the use of the endocavity probe 20, that is, after the 
insertion rod has been pulled out from an endocavity, it is 
usually necessary to sterilize the endocavity probe 20. Prior to 
sterilizing the endocavity probe 20, the endocavity probe 20 
may be disassembled to the insertion end rod 21, the relay rod 
22, the handgrip 23, and the ?xers 25 and 26. The insertion 
end rod 21 can be pulled out from the relay rod 22. The ?xer 
25 can be pulled out or detached from the relay rod 22. The 
relay rod 22 can be pulled out from the handgrip 23. The ?xer 
26 can be pulled out or detached from the handgrip 23. Each 
disassembled component may be soaked in predetermined 
disinfectant liquid for the sterilization. For the sterilization, 
each component of the endocavity probe 20 may be made of 
materials used for a conventional endocavity probe. One 
example of the materials may be plastic. A processing may be 
conducted on the inside of the insertion end rod 21 for the 
purpose of Waterproof and operational stability of the 
endocavity probe 20. Such processing is, for example, made 
by a mold processing. 
As described above, in the endocavity probe 20 according 

to the third embodiment, the insertion end rod 21 and the relay 
rod 22 can be moved and ?xed by the ?xers 25 and 26 at 
desired positions of the insertion end rod 21 and the relay rod 
22, respectively, so as to adjust the length of the insertion rod 
betWeen the ultrasonic sensor 21a and the ?xer 26. Therefore, 
the length of the insertion rod betWeen the ultrasonic sensor 
21a and the ?xer 26 is freely adjusted to a desired or preferred 
length in accordance With an examination, types of laparos 
copy or the depth betWeen the abdominal Wall and the object 
Which contacts With the ultrasonic sensor 21a. The endocav 
ity probe 20 may be used Without the conventional problem 
even When the object such as tissues or an organ is at a shalloW 
part from the abdominal Wall of the patient P. Also, the 
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endocavity probe 20 may easily be handled by adjusting the 
length When the laparoscopy is conducted Without a trocar. 
The operator Q may also have a similar handling in the use of 
the endocavity probe 20 to a conventional endocavity probe 
When the trocar is used or When the object is at a deep part 
from the abdominal Wall of the patient P. 

According to the third embodiment, the insertion end rod 
21 is inserted into the housing 22a of the relay rod 22, Which 
is inserted into the housing 23a of the handgrip 23. Therefore, 
the size of the endocavity probe 20 is reduced. For some 
applications, the operator Q may handle the endocavity probe 
20 more easily than the endocavity probe 1 according to the 
?rst embodiment or the endocavity probe 10 according to the 
second embodiment. The endocavity probe 20 may also be 
made in a reduced size, compared to the endocavity probe 1 
according to the ?rst embodiment or the endocavity probe 10 
according to the second embodiment. In the embodiment 
shoWn in FIG. 8A, only one relay rod 22 is used. HoWever, a 
plurality of relay rods may be used. 

In the embodiments of the present invention, the endocav 
ity probe may have an ultrasonic sensor Whose transducers’ 
transmission direction is changeable so as to transmit ultra 
sound pulses in various directions. For example, the transduc 
ers may transmit the ultrasound pulses in a direction perpen 
dicular to the longitudinal direction of the insertion rod. In 
this example, the ultrasonic sensor may be contacted to a side 
of an object such as an organ or tissues in the body of the 
patient P. 

The embodiments of the present invention described above 
are examples described only for making it easier to under 
stand the present invention, and are not described for the 
limitation of the present invention. Consequently, each com 
ponent and element disclosed in the embodiments of the 
present invention may be redesigned or modi?ed to its 
equivalent Within a scope of the present invention. Further 
more, any possible combination of such components and 
elements may be included in a scope of the present invention 
as long as an advantage similar to those obtained according to 
the above disclosure in the embodiments of the present inven 
tion is obtained. 
Numerous modi?cations and variations of the present 

invention are possible in light of the above teachings. It is 
therefore to be understood that Within the scope of the 
appended claims, the invention may be practiced otherWise 
than as speci?cally described herein. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. An ultrasonic probe for insertion into an endocavity of a 

specimen in order to examine the specimen, comprising: 
a holding portion including a ?rst housing portion; 
an insertion member con?gured to move along the ?rst 

housing portion in a longitudinal direction, the insertion 
member having at least one end for insertion into the 
endocavity of the specimen 

Wherein said insertion member includes a plurality of pro 
jections extending along an outer surface of the insertion 
member and in the longitudinal direction, said holding 
portion including a clasp con?gured to engage and dis 
engage With said plurality of projections, and an area of 
said holding portion including the clasp also including a 
?rst thread pro?le; an 

a ?xer con?gured to move along said holding portion in the 
longitudinal direction so as to surround the clasp and the 
plurality of projections, the ?xer including a second 
thread pro?le and the ?xer being further con?gured to 
engage With the area of said holding portion including 
the ?rst thread pro?le by coupling the second thread 
pro?le With the ?rst thread pro?le; and 
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an ultrasonic generator provided at the one end of the 
insertion member and con?gured to transmit an ultra 
sound pulse to the specimen and collect an echo signal 
resulting from the transmitted ultrasound pulse. 

2. The ultrasonic probe according to claim 1, Wherein the 
insertion member moves through the ?rst housing portion. 

3. The ultrasonic probe according to claim 1, Wherein the 
?rst housing portion includes an insertion member stopping 
portion con?gured to prevent the insertion member from 
moving through the holding portion. 

4. The ultrasonic probe according to claim 1, Wherein the is 
con?gured to rotate about the holding portion. 

5. The ultrasonic probe according to claim 1, Wherein the 
insertion member includes a relay member having a second 
housing portion and an insertion end member having the one 
end, the relay member being con?gured to move along the 
?rst housing portion, the insertion end member being con?g 
ured to move along the second housing portion. 

6. The ultrasonic probe according to claim 5, further com 
prising another ?xer disposed at the relay member and con 
?gured to keep the insertion end member and the relay mem 
ber at a second predetermined position relative to each other. 

7. The ultrasonic probe according to claim 5, Wherein the 
?rst housing portion includes a relay member stopping por 
tion con?gured to prevent the relay member from moving 
through the holding portion, and Wherein the second housing 
portion includes an insertion end member stopping portion 
con?gured to prevent the insertion end member from moving 
through the relay member. 

8. An ultrasound imaging apparatus for obtaining and dis 
playing an ultrasound image, the apparatus comprising: 

an ultrasonic probe for insertion into an endocavity of a 
specimen in order to examine the specimen, including 
a holding portion including a ?rst housing portion, 
an insertion member con?gured to move along the ?rst 

housing portion in a longitudinal direction, the inser 
tion member having at least one end for insertion into 
the endocavity of the specimen, 

Wherein said insertion member includes a plurality of 
projections extending along an outer surface of the 
insertion member and in the longitudinal direction, 
said holding portion including a clasp con?gured to 
engage and disengage With said plurality of projec 
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tions and an area of said holding portion including the 
clasp also including a ?rst thread pro?le, 

a ?xer con?gured to move along said holding portion in 
the longitudinal direction so as to surround the clasp 
and the plurality of projections, the ?xer including a 
second thread pro?le, and the ?xer being further con 
?gured to engage With the area of said holding portion 
including the ?rst thread pro?le by coupling the sec 
ond thread pro?le With the ?rst thread pro?le, and 

an ultrasonic generator provided at the one end of the 
insertion member and con?gured to transmit an ultra 
sound pulse to the specimen and collect an echo signal 
resulting from the transmitted ultrasound pulse; and 

a display coupled to the ultrasonic probe and con?gured to 
display the ultrasound image based on the echo signal. 

9. A method of generating an ultrasound image, compris 
1ng: 

providing a holding portion having a housing portion; 
providing an insertion member having a distal end and a 

proximal end, the distal end having an ultrasonic gen 
erator, 

Wherein said insertion member includes, 
a plurality of projections extending along an outer sur 

face of the insertion member and in the longitudinal 
direction, said holding portion including a clasp con 
?gured to engage and disengage With said plurality of 
projections, and an area of said holding portion 
including the clasp also including a ?rst thread pro?le, 
and 

a ?xer con?gured to move along said holding portion in 
the longitudinal direction so as to surround the clasp 
and the plurality of projections, the ?xer including a 
second thread pro?le, and the ?xer being further con 
?gured to engage With the area of said holding portion 
including the ?rst thread pro?le by coupling the sec 
ond thread pro?le With the ?rst thread pro?le; 

adjusting a position of the ultrasonic generator, Which is 
coupled to the holding portion; 

inserting the distal end of the insertion member into an 
endocavity of a specimen; and generating the ultrasound 
image. 


